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ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL ASPECTS OF SELECTED ELEMENTS OF A HYDROPNEUMATIC
SUSPENSION SYSTEM IN A PASSENGER CAR

The article addresses results of analyses of design solutions and materials commonly used in gas springs for
hydropneumatic suspension systems. The authors have discussed main advantages resulting from application of such a design
solution in passenger car suspension systems. Fundamental correlations defining the parameters characterising a gas spring
with constant gas mass have been referred to. Also materials used in the manufacture of selected gas spring elements have
been described
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1. Introduction
Hydropneumatic suspension systems show a major
advantage over classical mechanical suspension systems,
namely that vehicle clearance can be adjusted, owing
to which its value remains unaltered regardless of the
vehicle load and may be adapted by the driver or changed
automatically (in active suspension systems) depending
on the conditions in which the vehicle is running.
Another advantage stemming from the said properties
of the hydropneumatic suspension is the possibility to
appropriately choose optimum suspension geometry
parameters on nominal clearance, consequently leading to
reduced tyre wear and ensuring optimum road illumination
by the vehicle [1,21,22,25]. In hydropneumatic suspension
(invented by Citroën and fitted to Citroën cars) elements of
conventional suspension: steal spring and shock absorber,
were replaced by compressible gas (spring element) and
incompressible fluid LHM (Liquide Hydraulique Minéral).
LHM is a mineral-based hydraulic oil with density from
0.835 to 0.859 (g/ml) at the temperature of 20°C.
Under the design solutions formerly applied (from
1970s to 1990s) in hydropneumatic suspension systems,
not only did the fluid perform the main function in the
suspension control system, but it also fed the power steering
system, e.g. in Citroen BX. A sample design of the front
McPherson strut used in Citroen BX has been illustrated in
fig. 1.
Due to the high failure rate and the mutual correlations
between the aforementioned subassemblies, while supplying
the same fluid in newer versions (Citroen C5), at the same
time, a separate fluid is used in the hydropneumatic suspension
system, i.e. LDS.

Fig. 1. Hydropneumatic suspension (a) and front hydropneumatic
strut of Citroen BX where:1– Hydropneumatic sphere 2– Cantilever
3– Cylinder 4– Rubber cushion linking hydropneumatic strut
and body 5– Guide 6. External casing 7– Piston 8– Rubber shield
9– Bumper lower 10– Check valve 11– Bumper upper.

2. Gas spring
In a hydropneumatic suspension system, the car body is
coupled with wheels by means of cylinders integrated with gas
spheres with a deformable membrane inside. The membrane
fixed inside a spherical cap distributes nitrogen and hydraulic
fluid. In order to maintain appropriate pressure of the hydraulic
fluid in the system, a high pressure pump delivers the fluid and
stores it in a pressure accumulator, distributing it across the
system via a safety valve and suspension height adjusters.
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Nitrogen is used as the gas medium owing to the nearly
negligible influence of temperature on its volume and the fact
that nitrogen does not exert aggressive impact on the membrane
material, which is the case when air is used.
The hydropneumatic suspension system features gas
springs with constant gas mass characterised by two parameters:
nominal pressure p0 and nominal volume V0. Both of them are
defined for a state when no force is applied on the membrane
by the fluid and when they change from nominal to static
parameters for the given steady load and vehicle position.

(2)
where: M - loading mass [kg], g - gravitational acceleration
[m/s2], S - piston rod surface area [m2].
The static volume is determined according to the
following dependence:
(3)
where: p0 - nominal pressure [MPa], V0 - nominal volume
[m3], p- static pressure [MPa].

a)

Fig. 3. Change in gas spring parameters in the function of load

As regards the dynamic loads occurring in hydropneumatic
suspension systems, one should assume that they follow the
adiabatic process described by the following expression:

b)

(4)
where χ – polytropic exponent for the adiabatic process of
χ = 1.4.
Assuming the adiabatic process nature for the dynamic
nitrogen compression is a simplification referred to in the
literature of the subject with reference to hydropneumatic
suspension systems.
The maximum value of pressure in the hydraulic system
(Citroen BX) comes to 14.5-17.5 MPa.

Fig. 2. Design (a) and cross-section (b) of a gas spring in
a hydropneumatic suspension system: 1 – housing, 2 – membrane,
3 – tightening screw, 4-seal 5 – washer,

Slow pressure changes in the sphere, while setting the car’s
constant clearance and reaching the values of static parameters,
takes place on the assumption that isothermal transformation
occurs. The static parameters respectively correspond to
a higher pressure and a smaller volume as compared with
nominal parameters according to the Marriot law:
(1)
The static pressure value equals the proportion between
the loading mass and the surface area of the hydropneumatic
strut piston rod:

3. Dynamic characteristics of a hydropneumatic strut
The gas spring along with the hydraulic cylinder form
a springing and damping assembly of the hydropneumatic strut.
The vibration damper features a central packing gland which
enables direct fluid flow from or to the sphere, thus delivering
weak damping effects. Additional channels, closed by elastic
diaphragms, are arranged around the central orifice, whereas
their different sizes ensure diversified damping characteristics
in the course of the nitrogen compression and expansion inside
the sphere.
With regard to the hydropneumatic strut, it is the indicator
diagram that determines overall forces of restitution and
resistance in the function of displacement [23,24,26]. Curves
of loading and relieving show dissimilar courses, thus creating
a hysteresis loop in the diagram.
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The test results discussed apply to a front suspension
hydropneumatic strut of Citroen C5 featuring a sphere with
nominal parameters of p0=5.7 MPa and V0=385 cm³. The
measurements in question were conducted on a constant value
of the forcing stroke equalling 30 mm and on static load of
6 MPa. Fig. 6 shows averaged loops of force changes in the
function of displacement for an increasing value of the forcing
velocity.

Fig. 4. Vibration damper of a hydropneumatic strut: 1 – body, 2 – flat
springs, 3 – separator, 4 – central orifice, 5 – central casing

In order to determine the forces of damping, one uses an
indicator-type testing station featuring an electrical-mechanical
forcing system. It keeps a record of force and displacement
values in time on a variable value of input function velocity or
piston rod stroke.

Fig. 6. Graph of force changes in the function of displacement for
different frequencies of forcing

Fig. 7 provides graphs of averaged loops of force changes
in the function of linear velocity for an increasing value of the
forcing velocity.

Fig. 5. Indicator-type testing station for determination of dynamic
characteristics of a hydropneumatic strut

In the foregoing measurement system, a CL 16 type
bidirectional strain gauge with the operating range of ±2.5
kN was used for direct force measurement, whereas a PTx
200 series transformer-type linear displacement transducer
together with an MPL 104 displacement gauge were used to
measure displacements. Signals received from transducers
were recorded using the SigLab 20-220A two-channel
analyser and stored on a computer hard drive in a format
compatible with the Matlab software. Signals were recorded
at the frequency of 2,560 Hz, and subsequently filtered and
averaged to obtain a single cycle of force changes for the
motion of compression and expansion.

Fig. 4. Graph of force changes in the function of velocity for different
frequencies of forcing

Based on the foregoing graphs, specific points were
established where the linear velocity reached its maximum
value on the motion of compression and tension, and with
reference to these velocities, values of damping forces were
read. It is the method used to determine damping characteristics
of the hydropneumatic strut for the given load value as well as
the range of velocity changes envisaged.
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5. Conclusions
The article provides a discussion on the theoretical
foundations which determine parameters of gas springs with
constant gas mass. It provides results of tests conducted at
an indicator-type testing station, enabling determination of
dynamic characteristics of a hydropneumatic strut. It also
addresses an analysis of structural materials used in internal
membranes of hydropneumatic suspension spheres.
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